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4. Rationale:
Understanding the relationships between genetic variation and susceptibility to subclinical and clinical cerebrovascular disease (CVD) is fundamental to developing new approaches to detection, treatment, and prevention of brain injury and its associated cognitive sequelae. Soluble epoxide hydrolase catalyses the degradation of epoxyeicosatrienoic acids (EETs), which have potent vasodilator and other properties related to vascular function (1-3). We have recently reported that polymorphisms of the Soluble Epoxide Hydrolase (EPHX2) gene were significantly associated with incident ischemic stroke in African-Americans in the ARIC cohort (4). The proposed manuscript
seeks to investigate whether these same polymorphisms are also associated with subclinical CVD identified on MRI and decline in cognitive function.

5. Main Hypothesis/Study Questions:
   Null Hypothesis 1: Polymorphisms of the EPHX2 are not associated with indices of subclinical CVD, including infarct-like lesions, white matter hyperintensities, and ventricular or sulcal size, after controlling for other risk factors.

   Null Hypothesis 2: Polymorphisms of the EPHX2 are not associated with change in cognitive function after controlling for other risk factors.

6. Data (variables, time window, source, inclusions/exclusions):
   EPHX2 polymorphisms have been typed in African-Americans in the ARIC cohort and will be the focus of this analysis. For Hypothesis 1, the dependent variables of interest are infarct-like lesions (> 3mm, present/absent), white matter hyperintensities (≥ grade 3, present/absent), ventricular size (≥ grade 4, present/absent), and sulcal size (≥ grade 3, present/absent). General linear models will be used to test the association of each EPHX2 SNP with each MRI trait. Statistical significance will be evaluated by permutation tests to account for multiple testing. A score test method will be used to investigate the association of common haplotypes of the gene with traits. Models will adjust for established risk factors, including age, gender, education, alcohol use, hypertension, smoking, and diabetes. For Hypothesis 2, the primary dependent variable will be change in cognitive function from V2 to V4 for the 3 cognitive variables: delayed word recall, information processing speed (digit symbol substitution), and word fluency. Models will adjust for established risk factors as well as medications with CNS effects.

Exclusions/Inclusions:
   1 = Center not J or F
   2 = Race not Black

Visit 1 variables:
   History of stroke/TIA (hom10d tiab01), occupational status at baseline (hom55 hom57), education level (elevel01, elevel02), gender (gender),

Visit 2 variables:
   Age, (v2age22), fasting blood sugar (glusiu21), history of diabetes (diabts22), smoking status (cursmk21, forsmk21, evrsmk21, cigt21), hypertension status incl. antihypertensive meds (hypert25), IMT (mnb45_1s), BMI (bmi21), drinking status and alcohol intake (drnkr21 ethanl24), lipid variables (total chol, HDL, LDL, triglycerides), blood pressure (sbpb21 sbpb22)

   Medications with CNS effects

   Cognitive function: (cnfa01, cnfa02, cnfa04)

Visit 4 variables:
Cognitive function (cnfc1, cnfc2, cnfc4)

**Incident event datasets (variables):**
incident stroke: istrby02 (keep=id ed02dp in02dp)
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